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General instructions

• This exam has 9 assignments and 5 pages, including this one.
Read all assignments carefully and completely before you begin.

• Please use a new sheet of paper for each assignment, because they will be corrected by different
persons.
Sort the pages by assignments and number them consecutively.

• You may answer in either English or Swedish. English is preferred because not all correcting
assistants understand Swedish.

• Write clearly. Unreadable text will be ignored.

• Be precise in your statements. Unprecise formulations may lead to a reduction of points.

• Motivate clearly all statements and reasoning.

• Explain calculations and solution procedures.

• The assignments are not ordered according to difficulty.

• The exam is designed for 40 points. You may thus plan about 5 minutes per point.

• How much to write? No general policy, but as a rule of thumb: Questions for 0.5p can typically
be answered properly in a single line. Correct and concise answers to questions for 1p usually
require a few lines. Code and figures should be commented properly.

• Grading: U, 3, 4, 5. The preliminary threshold for passing is 20 points.
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1. (4 p.) Interrupts, processes and threads

(a) Define the terms process and thread.
In particular, what are the main differences between processes and threads, and
what do they have in common? Be thorough! (2p)

(b) Why do user-level threads (in contrast to kernel-level threads) promote portability
of applications? (1p)

(c) Two main methods for inter-process communication in a computer are shared mem-
ory and message passing. Which of the two methods is likely to have less overhead
if two processes communicate frequently with each other, and why? (1p)

2. (7 p.) CPU Scheduling

(a) Given a single-CPU system and the following set of processes with arrival times (in
milliseconds), expected maximum execution time (ms), and priority (1 is highest, 5
is lowest priority).
Process Arrival time Execution time Priority (as applicable)
P1 0 5 5
P2 2 4 4
P3 4 2 2
P4 7 3 3
P5 9 2 1

For each of the following scheduling algorithms, create a Gantt chart (time bar di-
agram, starting at t = 0) that shows when the processes will execute on the CPU.
Where applicable, the time quantum will be 3 ms. Assume that a task will be eligi-
ble for scheduling immediately on arrival. If you need to make further assumptions,
state them carefully and explain your solution. (5p)
(i) FIFO;
(ii) Round-robin;
(iii) Shortest Job First without preemption;
(iv) Priority Scheduling without preemption.
(v) Priority Scheduling with preemption.

(b) What is a Multilevel-Feedback-Queue scheduler? Describe how it works and the
reasons for using such a scheduler in a general-purpose operating system. (2p)
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3. (3.5 p.) Synchronization
Electronic voting server
An electronic voting system uses as central data structure a global array

unsigned int votes[N]; // N = number of parties

for counting the number of votes for each of the N parties, initialized to zeroes.

The voting server program, originally single-threaded, processes one vote request re-
ceived from an external client at at time, by calling the function

void cast_vote ( unsigned int i )
{

votes[i] = votes[i] + 1; // count vote for party i
}

In order to scale up to many millions of voters, the voting program should be multi-
threaded (with the votes array residing in shared memory of the voting server process)
and run on a multicore server running a modern multithreaded operating system with
preemptive scheduling, so that multiple calls to cast vote can execute concurrently.
It is your task to make the program thread-safe and preserve its correct behavior.

(a) Using a simple contrived scenario (Hint: use N = 2 parties and few votes), show
with a concrete example (interleaving of shared memory accesses) that, without
proper synchronization, race conditions are possible that could even cause that the
wrong party wins the election. (1p)

(b) Identify the critical section(s) and protect the program against race conditions with
a single mutex lock. Show the (pseudo)code. (1p)

(c) Explain why the solution in (b) might have a scalability problem, and propose a
(somewhat) better lock-based (race-free) solution. (1.5p)

4. (3.5 p.) More synchronization

(a) What is busy waiting (at a mutual exclusion lock), why should it be avoided espe-
cially on processors with one core only, and how can it be avoided? (1.5p)

(b) Explain what a readers-writers lock is, how it is used, and in what situations it could
provide better system performance than ordinary mutex locks, and why. (2p)

5. (5 p.) Deadlocks

(a) There are four conditions that must hold for a deadlock to become possible. Name
and describe them briefly. (2p)
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(b) You are given a system with 4 types of resources, A, B, C and D. There are 4
instances of A, 5 instances of B, 1 instance of C and 7 instances of D. Currently,
5 processes P1...P5 are running, and for each process, the resources currently held
and its total maximum resource need (including the already held ones) for each type
are given as follows:
Process Already held Maximum total need

A B C D A B C D
P1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 4
P2 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 5
P3 1 2 1 0 2 2 1 3
P4 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 4
P5 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 4

I.e., currently, process P1 holds already one B and one D out of the 2 Bs and 4 Ds
that it eventually may need in the worst case, etc. One A is currently still available,
etc.
(i) Show that the system is currently in a safe state (calculation). (1.5p)
(ii) In the situation given above, process P1 now asks for 1 instance of D, in addition
to the B and D that it already has. Is it safe to grant the request? Why or why not?
(calculation) (1.5p)

6. (8 p.) Memory management

(a) Consider a page-based virtual memory system with a page size of 2048 bytes where
virtual memory addresses have 32 bit size. If using multi-level paging,

i. determine how many levels of paging are required, and describe the structure
of the virtual addresses (purpose, position and size of its bit fields); (1.5p)

ii. explain (annotated figure) how in this case the physical address is calculated
by multi-level paging from a virtual address; (1p)

iii. show how a TLB can be used to accelerate address calculation. (1p)

(b) Explain how the possibility of sharing memory pages among multiple processes can
help to speed up the start-up of a child process at a fork system call. (1.5p)

(c) How can segmentation and paging be combined? (1p)

(d) What is thrashing in a virtual memory system? How does it occur? And what can
be done about it? (2p)

7. (5 p.) File systems

(a) Does a hard link to the file exam.pdf still work after the command
mv exam.pdf archive/exam.pdf? Why or why not? (1p)

(b) What information is usually contained in a file control block (FCB)? (At least 4
different items are expected) (1p)

(c) Describe the file allocation method FAT (file-allocation table) and briefly discuss
its strengths and weaknesses. (2p)

(d) Describe one technique to extend indexed allocation for large files. (1p)
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8. (2 p.) OS Structures and Virtualization

(a) Give one of the main disadvantages of strict layering (with more than just very few
layers) in operating systems. (0.5p)

(b) What does a hypervisor (also known as virtual machine monitor, VM implementa-
tion) do?
Illustrate your answer with a commented figure that shows where the hypervisor
is positioned in the system software stack and with which other system entities it
interacts. (1.5p)

9. (2 p.) Protection and Security

(a) Name two different (software or hardware) measures to prevent buffer-overflow vul-
nerabilities. Explain briefly (1 line each) how they work. (1p)

(b) How can using virtual machines increase the security of a system? (1p)

Good luck!
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